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Particle acceleration: physical 
mechanisms

• Shocks
• Wave-particle interactions
• Reconnection and turbulence























Parker 1965: convection-diffusion (aka “confusion-defection”) equation 























If a plasma is perfectly conducting, that is, it obeys the 
ideal Ohm’s law,

E + v× B = 0

B-lines are frozen in the plasma, and no reconnection occurs.  

What is Magnetic Reconnection?



Magnetic Reconnection: Mathematical Definition

Departures from ideal behavior, represented by 

break ideal topological invariants, allowing field lines to break
and reconnect.

In the generalized Ohm’s law for weakly collisional or collisionless 
plasmas, R contains resistivity, Hall current,  electron inertia and 
pressure.  

E	+	v	×	B	=	R,			B	∙	∇	×	R	=	0	 





The Flaring Sun
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Impulsive Reconnection: The Onset/Trigger Problem

Dynamics exhibits an impulsiveness, that is, a sudden 
change in the time-derivative of the reconnection rate.
The magnetic configuration evolves slowly for a long 
period of time, only to undergo a sudden dynamical 
change over a much shorter period of time.  
Dynamics is characterized by the formation of near-
singular current sheets which need to be resolved in 
computer simulations: a classic multi-scale problem 
coupling large scales to small. 
Examples
Magnetospheric substorms
Impulsive solar/stellar flares



The thin current sheet is 
explosively stable if we exceed a 
critical Lundquist number, Sc
forming, ejecting, and coalescing a 
hierarchy of plasmoids. 

B. et al. 2009, Huang and B. 2010, 
Uzdensky et al. 2010 







Multi-scale problem, but with an underlying unity



Observations of energetic electrons within magnetic islands
[Chen et al., Nature Phys., 2008, PoP 2009]



e bursts & bipolar Bz & Ne peaks
~10 islands within 10 minutes
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